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Abstract
As far as translation is concerned, the notion of "shift" is admittedly one of the most
important areas to be investigated. This phenomenon has been analyzed, evaluated and
extensively discussed from different points of view and has been approached from many
different perspectives by many researchers. The multitude of issues on types of "shift" bears
testimony to its significance within the framework of the reflection on translation.
In the current study, the researcher's intention was to focus upon the types of "structural
shifts" in literary translation from English into Persian and their significant role in
Compensation and Explicitation of meaning.
The main objective of this research was to see whether and how translators incorporate
structural shifts into their schedule, what kinds of structural Shift are made and what kinds of
structural shift are more frequently used in literary translation. The second objective of the
research was to examine whether structural shifts help the literary translators to better transfer
the meaning.
Keywords: Structural Shifts, Literary Translation, Persian, Compensation, Explicitation
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1. Introduction
As far as history has reported children`s literature was conspicuously didactic and educational
before the 19th century.( Carpenter & Prichard, 1984; Sarland, 2004) It conveyed religious
doctrines with an attempt to incorporate a sense of morality and the right ways of life in the
minds of children.(Bingham, 1988) Children`s literature provided young audiences with
information that was deemed useful for their education. After the 19th century the objectives of
children`s literature got blurred and the didactic purposes were not portrayed as vividly as
before. And the ideas about children and childhood changed along with the social changes
toward an industrial society.
Most researchers are of the opinion that the children`s upbringing has to be first and foremost
in literary translation. (Baker, 1992; Toury, 1995)The fairy tales make frequent references to
prayers, gratitude, respect and humility – in other words, they contain many spiritual elements.
Researchers believe that the upbringing should be patriotic. Home and childhood memories
represented the fatherland in the fairy tales. Similarly, moral and educational ideas such as
humility, diligence, spirit of comradeship, love, truth and victory over self, are recurring
themes in fairy tale translation (Hermans, 1985).
Since transfer of these elements is not performed directly and is not without its difficulties, the
act of translation can be analyzed along a range of possibilities, which brings about a number of
shifts, specially the structural shifts in translation. In this study, the researcher has attempted to
deal with a common phenomenon in literary translation which is structural shift. The major aim
was to provide an analysis of types of structural shift in literary translation at various levels of
linguistic and paralinguistic description.
2. Literature Review
Since 1950s, there have been a variety of linguistic approaches to the analysis of translation
that have proposed detailed lists or taxonomies in an effort to categorize the translation process.
One of the best – known and most representative phenomena in translation process is “Shift in
translation”.
The term “shift” is used in the literature to refer to changes which occur or may occur in the
process of translating. Since translating is a type of language use, the notion of shift belongs to
the domain of linguistic performance, as opposed to that of theories of
competence.(Blum-Kulka, 1986)
Hence, shifts of translation can be distinguished from the systemic difference which exists
between source and target language and cultures. Systemic differences, which pertain to the
level of competence, are part of the opening condition for translation. (Blum-Kulka, 1986).
As a descriptive category, shifts are defined and identified retrospectively. They are
reconstructed or reestablished during the description of actual, existing translations. The
descriptive focus may be on the reconstruction of the translation process, or on the product,
particularly with respect to its relation to the source. However, the distinction between process
–oriented and product- oriented description is not clear –cut. Process – related elements may
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play a role within the description of the product is the principal means for describing translation
as a process (Lefever, 1979).
When the focus is on the process, typologies of shifts generally attempt to account for the
nature of translation operations and the considerations underlying certain decisions taken
during the course of translation. Because the translation process is essentially a “black box”
(Holmes, 1972), any classification of shifts at this level has to be based on translation
competence, that is, on the possible relationship and differences between systems or codes. But,
since the empirical testing of cognitive, processes involved in translation is problematic
(THINK– ALOUD PROTOCOLS), process-oriented typologies tend to reduce
theoretical,general translation competence to a specific translation ideal. A distinction is often
made between obligatory and optional shifts (Robberecht, 1982; Toury, 1980; Van Den Broeck
& Lefevere, 1979; Van Leuven – Zwart, 1989).
Obligatory Shifts are dictated by differences between linguistic systems, for example a lack of
correspondence between related lexical items in the source and target languages (Kade, 1968).
As far as the product – oriented view of shifts is concerned, the definition by Popovic(1970)
may serve as a starting point : “all that appears as new with respect to the original , or fails to
appear where it might have been expected , may be interpreted as a shift.” In this definition,
three elements can be discerned: (a) a relationship between the source and target texts (new
with respect to the original); (b) a relationship between the target text and its reception in the
target system (where it might have been expected); and (c) a descriptive point of view (may be
interpreted). The descriptive focus can be either on (a) or on (b). For example, a zero – shift
established at specific textual or linguistic levels in the source / target – text relationship (i.e. an
instance of invariance, where nothing new appears)may still be interpreted as a shift in terms of
(b) : by violating the expectations of the target system, a target text may acquire a function
other than fulfilled by the source system. This double point of view implies that there is always
the possibility of a description in which shifts are sometimes called a categorical quality (Van
Den Broeck, 1984) of the class of translation. This quality can be casually linked to the double
status of the translation as a text function in its own right in the target culture.
Any typology of shifts presupposes a descriptive point of view. Although Vinay and Darbelent
(1995) do not use the word “shift”, in discussing translation shift, that is in effect what they are
describing. The term itself seem to originate in Catford`s.”A Linguistic Theory of Translation”
(1965), where he follows the Firthian and Hallidayan linguistic model which analyzes
language as communication, operating functionally in context and on a range of different levels
(e.g. phonology, graphology, grammar, lexis) and ranks ( sentence, clause, group, word,
morpheme, etc.)(Catford, 1965)
As far as translation is concerned, Catford(1980) makes an important distinction between
formal correspondence and textual equivalence.
 A formal correspondent is any TL category ( unit, class, element of structure, etc.) which
can be said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the “same” place in the “economy” of the TL as
the given SL category occupies in the SL.(Blum-Kulka, 1986)
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 A textual equivalent is “any TL text or portion of text which is observed on a particular
occasion … to be the equivalent of a given SL text or portion of text.”
Catford (1980) considers two kinds of shift: (1) Shift of level and (2) shift of category 1. A
level shift would be something which is expressed by grammar in one language and lexis in
another .It has already been pointed out that translation between either of phonology and
graphology – or between either of these levels and the levels of grammar and lexis is
impossible. Translation between these levels is absolutely ruled out by the theory, which posits
relationship to the same substance as the necessary condition of translation equivalence. We
are left then with shifts from grammar to lexis and vice – versa as the only possible level –
shift in translation and such shifts are, of course, quite common.Examples of level shift are
sometimes encountered in the translation of the verbal aspects of Russian and
English. Both these languages have an aspectual opposition – of very roughly the same type.
2. Most of Catford`s analysis is given over to category shifts. The concept of `category – shift `
is necessary in the discussion of translation but it is clearly meaningless to talk about category–
shift unless we assume some degree of formal correspondence between SL and TL,
indeed this is the main justification for the recognition of formal correspondence in
theory. Category shifts are departures from formal correspondence in translation.Category
shifts involve structure shifts, class shifts unit shifts (rank – changes) and intra –
system shifts (Catford, 1980) .
a) Structure shifts:
These are said by Catford (1980) to be the most common form of shifts and to involve mostly
a shift in grammatical structure . For example, the subject pronoun + verb + direct object
structures in English and French are translated by an indirect object pronoun + verb subject
pronoun structure in Spanish and in Italian, or a subject - predicate – object structue may be
translated as a predicate – subject - object structure.
b) Class shifts:
Class shifts occur when the translation equivalent of a SL item is a member of a different class
from the original item. Class shifts comprise shifts from one part of speech to another. An
example given by Catford is the English “a medical student” and its French equivalent, where
the English premodifying adjective . “Medical” is translated by the adverbial qualifying
phrase, in French (Catford, chapter 4).
An adjective may be translated by a noun or a verb.
c) Unit shifts or rank shifts:
These are shifts where the translation equivalent in the TL is at a different rank to
the SL . »Rank« refers to the hierarchical linguistic units of sentence, clause, group,
word and morpheme .
A word may be translated by a morpheme or a group by a morpheme or a group by a
clause (ibid).
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d) Intra – system shifts:
There are shifts that take place when the SL and TL possess approximately corresponding
systems but where the translation involves selection of a non – corresponding term in the
TL system . Examples given between French and English are number and article system.
Although similar systems operate in the two languages, they do not always correspond. So,
singular noun in English becomes a plural correspondence in French, or definite article in
French becomes indefinite article in English (ibid).
Catford`s model is an important attempt to apply to translation advances in linguistics
in a systematic fashion. However, his analysis of intra – system shifts betrays some of
the weakness of his approach. From his comparison of the use of French and English article
systems in short parallel texts, Catford (1980) concludes that French Le/La/Les will have
English the as its translation equivalent with probability, supporting his statement that
“translation equivalence does not entirely match formal correspondence”. This kind
of scientific – like statement of probability, which characterize Catford`s whole approach
and was linked to the growing interest in matching translation at the time, was
later heavily cristicized by, amongst others. Delisle (1982) for its static comparative
linguistic approach, Henry (1984), reviewing Catford`s book twenty years after publication,
considers the work to be،by and large of historical academic interest only (Baker, 1992).
Catford's approach to translation clearly differ from that adopted by Nida(Nida & Taber,
1969), since Catford had a preference for a more linguistic – based approach to
translation and this approach is based on the linguistic work of Firth and Halliday. His
main contribution in the field of translation theory is the introduction of the concepts
of shifts in translation. Catford proposed very broad types of translation in terms of
three criteria:
1) The extent of translation (full translation VS partial translation)
2) The grammatical rank at which the translation equivalence is established (rank – bound
translation versus unbounded translation)
3) The levels of language involved in translation (total translation versus restricted translation)
Among all factors affecting the occurrence of stylistic shifts, the role of the translator stands as
the most recognizable factor. The majority of optional shifts taking place in translation can be
attributed to the differences between the original writer and the translator as two texts –
producers. However, the impacts of these differences are usually suppressed by the literary
norms of the TL and the norms of the translation activity itself. More important is the
translator`s relation to the text given. This relation is neatly described by Popovic (1970, p. 80)
as fallows:
It is not the translator's only business to “identify” himself with the original; that would merely
result in transparent translation.
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The translator also has the right to differ organically, to be independent, as long as
independence is pursued for the sake of the original, a technique applied in order to reproduce
it as a living work …
Thus shifts do not occur because the translator wishes to `change` a work, but because he
strives to reproduce it as faithfully as possible and to grasp it in its totality.
Within the methodology of Toury(1990), the invariant of the comparison is the Adequate
Translation (AT) and the unit of comparison is a reconstruction of source text textemes and
consists of an explicitation of the textual relation and functions of the source text. As such, it is
not an actual text but a hypothetical construct, serving only methodological purposes. The
purpose of comparison is to determine the distance between `actual equivalence` found
between source and target texts and the maximal norms of adequate translation, in as much as
this distance can be attributed to norm – governed translation behavior. Since obligatory shifts
are ruled – governed , they can not be taken to reflect translational NORMS and are
therefore not taken into consideration; methodologically, they are accounted for in the
dominant relationship between target – text texteme and source – text unit is found at that
level, the translational relationship is one of adequacy. When there is no textual – functional
correspondence the procedure is to look for correspondence at lower textual and linguistic
levels. Norms determine the position of the actual translation equivalence between adequacy
and acceptability, and the establishment of individual shifts ultimately leads to the
establishment of the translational norms governing the text in question. when, after further
generalization and expansion of the investigated corpus, shifts show a certain pattern of
statistical regularities, they can be explained by the existence of a historically and culturally
determined POETICS OF TRANSLATION or translation ideal (Baker, 1992).
In later stages of Toury`s thinking (1985, 1990), the above procedure became part of a larger
one in which an additional unit of comparison was introduced: the couple pair of “problem +
solution”. The notion of shift gradually became less central in his method of description.
Within the methodology of Van Leuven Zwart (1984, 1989, 1990), a distinction is made
between shifts at the level of a text's microstructure (comparative model) and the effects of
these shifts at the macrostuctural level (descriptive model). At the micro structural level, the
invariant of the comparison is the architranseme (ATR), which expresses the common
denominator(s) in the relation between specific textual units of the source and target texts;
these textual units are called transemes . In as much as the descriptive model is comparative, it
works with an invariant at the macro-structural level as well. The invariant in this case is
based on a theory of the genre to which the texts under comparison belong . Van Leuven –
Zwart limits her methodological concepts such as `story level` and `focalization. The ATR has
to be established separately for macro-structural level will be established a priori (Vinay, J.P.
& J. Darbelnet, 1995). Essential to the method of Van Leuven–Zwart is the priority givento
the concept of relation. Any comparativedescription involves establishing the relation
between
elements
as
well
as
attributingcertainfeaturestothoseelements.AccordingtoVanLeueven-Zwart, a comparison
based on the priori attribution of features is only a `second degree comparison`, since it
departs from a descriptive operation, and the relationship between the elements is
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established afterwards. In a direct comparison, the order is reversed. According to this
scheme, a texteme, for instance, would be a unit of description rather than a unit of
comparison. At the micro-structional level, a relation of complete conjunction between the
transemes and archi – transemes (in which case there is a relation of synonymy between
transemes) is assumed as a starting point, and shifts occur when there are aspects of
disjunction between transemes and the ATR. Van Leuven – Zwart distinguishes three main
categories: modulation (where a source or target transeme shows one or more aspects of
disjunction with the ATR ; a relation of hyponomy between transemes ), modification (where
a source or target transeme show one or more aspects of disjunction with the ATR can be
established; no relation between transemes) (Lefever,1979).
The main argument postulated is that the process of translation necessarily entails shifts
both in textual and discoursal relationships . The argument is developed by adopting a
discoursal and communicative approach to the study of translation. It is assumed that
translation should be viewed as an act of communication, as in the study of all act of
communication, consideration of both the process and the product of the
communicative act necessarily relate to at least the linguistic, discoursal and social
systems holding for the two languages and cultures involved (Fawcett, Peter, 1997)
On the level of cohesion, shifts are used in translation in one or both of the following
directions:
A. Shifts in levels of explicitness; i.e .the general level of the target texts` textual explicitness
is higher or lower than that of the source text.
B. Shifts in text meaning (s), i.e. the explicit and implicit meaning potential of the source text
changes through translation. Shifts in text meaning results in compensation of
meaning.(ibid)
The overt cohesive relationships between parts of the texts are necessarily linked to a
language`s grammatical system (Halliday & Hassan, 1976) . These structural differences
between languages will be expressed by changes in the types of ties used to mark cohesion
in source and target texts . Such transformations might carry with them a shift in the text`s
overall level of explicitness (Snell-Hornby, 1988).
On a higher, textual level, shifts in levels of explicitness though translations have been
claimed to be linked to differences in stylistic preferences for types of cohesive markers in the
two languages involved in translation. Levenston (1976) and Berman (1978) have contrasted
English and Hebrew, and noted the preference of Hebrew for lexical repetition or
pronominalization. Levenston claims that given the choice between lexical repetition and
pronominlization, Hebrew writers tend to prefer the former while English writers tend to
choose the latter. Berman modifies this claim by arguing that both in Hebrew and in English,
pronominalization is preferred whenever possible, but since achoice is often not grammatically
possible in Hebrew, in fact lexical repetition is far more frequent in Hebrew than in English . A
similar claim has recently been made for Portuguese and English (Viera, 1984), namely that
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cohesive features in Portuguese reflect a stroger need for clarity and a higher degree of
specification than English (ibid).
The phenomenon depicted in these studies might indeed indicate different norms governing
the use of particular cohesive devices in the source and target languages . Such differences may
also, however, be ascribed to constrains imposed by the translation process itself (ibid).
For lack of large – scale empirical studies that might validate either or both the “stylistic
preference” and “ the explicitation ” hypothesis, more evidence for the latter might be sought
by examining different types of structural shifts in literary texts (Van den Broeck, 1984,
p.5).
It might be the case that explicitation is a universal strategy inherent in the process of language
mediation, as practiced by professional and non – professional translators alike (ibid).
The structural shifts caused in the translation of literary texts are by no means unusual. They fit
in with the trend for compensation of meaning. In literary texts, where the short lines of
seemingly ordinary talk are so heavy with implied meanings , each structural shift has crucial
consequences for the interpretation of those meanings (ibid).
In line with the reviewed literature, in this study , the researcher وs intention was to focus on the
types of »Structural Shifts« in literary translation from English into Persian and their
significant role in Compensation and Explicitation of meaning. To fulfill the purpose of this
study the following research questions were raised:
1) What are the most common structural shifts in literary translation from English into
Persian?
2) Do structural shifts affect the meaning through explicitation or compensation?
3. Research Methodology
The aim of the present work was to shed some light on the process of structural shifts in
literary translation. The researcher`s aim was to find out the most common structural shifts
through comparative analysis of structures between texts written in English and texts
translated into Persian.
4. Material
The corpus used for the purpose of this study was a non –automated bilingual English
–Persian corpus of children's literature. In order to accomplish the above task, the
researcher used ten Read – Aloud story books written in English for children and samples
of their translation in Persian.
The story books contained some 40 –60 pages. The books used for the purpose of the present
study were as follows. For detailed bibliographical information, please see the References
(English):
(1) Where the Sidewalk Ends (Shel Silverstein, 2003) translated by Razi Khodadadi
(Hirmandi) (1381)
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(2) Toy story (Walt Disney`s.Dan
Hasan Ghaemmaghami (1381)

Fontes

& Yustine

Corman, 2003 ) translated by

(3) Aladdin (Walt Disney`s, 2002) translated by Maryam Ghanesherbaf (1383)
(4) Cinderella (Walt Disney`s, Dela Cohn, 2002) translated by Hasan Ghaemmaghami (1382)
(5) Beauty and the Beast (Walt Disney`s, 2003) translated by Maryam Ghanesherbaf (1383)
(6)Sherek 1 (Walt Disney`s, 2004) translated by Hasan Ghaemmaghami (1383)
(7)Sherek 2 (Walt Disney`s, 2004) translated by Hasan Ghaemmaghami (1383)
(8)Goofy and Friends(Walt Disney`s, 2004) translated by Maryam Ghanesherbaf (1383)
(9)Finding Nemo (Walt Disney`s, 2004)translated by Maryam Ghanesherbaf (1383)
(10)The Batman (Walt Disney`s, 2004) translated by Keyvan Rostami (1383)
5. Procedure
The researcher applied the method of comparison between source texts (English texts) and
samples of translation in Persian. All sentences or paragraphs of each source text were
compared with their sample translation in Persian.
All structures were analyzed manually and the samples of structural shifts were identified and
classified in tables under the following titles:
-

Addition / Omission

-

Word Order Re-arrangement

-

Sentence Voice

-

Sentence Tense

Among the samples of structural shifts which were identified , the common ones are
presented and discussed in respect of their possible effects on transfer of meaning through
compensation and explicitation.
6. Data analysis
The data collected were analyzed and categorized. Structural shifts were classified under (1)
Addition, (2) Omission, (3) Arrangement, (4)Shift of Voice, and (5)Shift of Tense.
6.1 Addition
By addition it is meant that the translator adds grammatical elements to transfer the
intended meaning.Somescholars and researchers includingLefever(1979), Berman(1978) and
Holmes(1972) certain define this phenomenon as “Gain” in translation process. Addition
itself is further classified into the following subtitles.
A. ad-clause
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(1)adjectival clauses
(2)adverbial clauses
Adverbial clauses and adjectival clauses are translated in a structure different from that of
source text; something is added in order to reflect the intended message.
Examples:
In a flash, there were also tiny glass slippers for her feet.
.ريٓ تزاي پا٘ايغ فزاُ٘ ػذٍٛتٗ يه چؼُ تز ُ٘ سدْ وفغ ٘اي ظزيف ت
On the stroke of midnight, the spell will be broken, the fairy Godmother warned. “Every
thing will be as before”
:فزػتٗ ٔجات ٘ؼذار داد
.دْٛ طاتك ِي ػٛ ّ٘ٗ چيش ّ٘چٚ  ايٓ عٍظُ ِي ػىٕذ,تٗ ِحض ػٕيذْ سٔگ ٔيّٗ ػة
B. adv-addition:
There are some English verbs that bear some intra adverbial- meaning. When these verbs are
translated into Persian, adverbs of state are added to the grammatical structural of target text.
Examples:
Then the other mice could scoot outside .
.ٔذْٚ تذٚأظتٕذ طزيغ تيزٛع ٘ا ِي تِٛ تؼذع تميٗ ي
Woody sent the green army men to spy on the birthday party.
.ٌذ را سيز ٔظز تگيزٔذّٛأي جؼٓ تِٙ ْٖع را فزطتاد تا ِخفياٛدي طزتاساْ طثشپٚٚ
Meanwhile, at the royal palace, the king complained to the Grand Duke. “It`s high time my
sun got married “ He sobbed, “I want grand children!”
ٗلتغ ػذٖ وٚ" :  ٘ك ٘ك وٕاْ ِي گفتٚ ن اػظُ گاليٗ ِي وزدٚ پادػاٖ پيغ د, در لصز طٍغٕتي, ٓدر ايٓ تي
"!ُ٘اٖٛ ِي خٛٔ  ِٓ چٕذ تا.اج وٕذٚپظزَ اسد
C. Verbiage
By verbiage the it is meant the use of too many words than are needed to express an idea .
Examples:
Birthday meant new toys for Andy to love, and someone might get replaced!
ٚ  ػاللّٕذ ػذْ أذي تٗ اطثاب تاسي جذيذٚ دٛد اطثاب تاسي ٘اي جذيذ تٗ خأٗ أذي تٚرٚ ٌذ تٗ ِؼٕايٛ٘ز جؼٓ ت
! وٕار گذاػتٓ يىي اس اطثاب تاسي ٘اي لذيّي
Let`s give whatever it is up there a nice, big, Andy`s room welcome.
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ٚ ُريٚ حظاتي تٗ ػًّ تياٚ  درطتٚ َاد تاػٗ – يه اطتمثاي گزْٛ وظي وٗ تاالي تختٗ – ٘ز چي ِي خٚتيائيٓ اس ا
.ُػاِذ تگيٛ تٗ اتاق أذي خٛدػٚرٚ
.
D. Mood:
Sometimes addition in translation affects degree of mood. Some translators add something
in order to make the mood of the text more potential, indicative or imperative.
(1)Imperative:
Example:
Open in the name of the king.
.تٗ ٔاَ اػٍيحضزت در را تاس وٕيذ
Reach for the sky! You`re going to jail, one – eyed Bart!
!ُ ِي ري سٔذاْ تارت يه چؼٛدطت ٘ا تاال! ت
Go get your sister.
.پيذا وٓ تيارعٛا٘زتٛ خٚتز
(2)Indicative:
Examples:
The mice yelled, “Surprise!”
." "ايٓ جا را تاع: ع ٘ا فزياد سدٔذِٛ
Cindrella was in rags.
.دٛاي پارٖ پارٖ تٕغ تٙطيٕذرال ّ٘اْ ٌثاط
okey, everybody, it`s clear!
. ٗٔ اِاٚ ِٓ ّ٘ٗ جا ا,ٓع وٕيّٛ٘ٗ گ
(3) Potential
Examples:
Let me out.
. ُْ تيايٚتگذاريذ تيز
Okay, birthday boy.
. ٌٗذتٛس تٚس رٚ آلاي پظزي وٗ اِز, خة
To infinity and beyond!
.  فزاتز اس اليتٕا٘يٚ ي فضاي اليتٕا٘يٛپيغ تٗ ط
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6.2 Omission
By omission it is meant that the translator omits something (grammatical elements). Some
scholars and researchers including Popovic(1970) and Berman(1978) definethis phenomenon
as “Loss” in translation process.
Sometimes some grammatical elements are left out in the process of translation. Some define
this phenomenon as “Loss”, in translation.
Examples:
Leaping lamp oil!
!ايٚ اي
In a blinding flash of light, Goofini finds himself lost in an ancient Egyptian Pyramid.
.دع را در يه ٘زَ تاطتأي ِصز پيذا ِي وٕذٛفي خٛدر يه چؼُ تٗ ُ٘ سدْ گ
Among them there was a spoken donkey that his owner wanted to sell him but the donkey
didn`t agree .
.ػذٚ را تفزٚاطت صاحثغ اٛ ّٔي خٛ خز طخٓ گ.دٛ ُ٘ تٛدر تيٓ آْ ٘ا يه خز طخٓ گ
6.3 Arrangement
Sometimes shift of arrangement happens in the process of translation. It can be either shift
in subject / predicate, shift in adverb position or shift in the order of grammatical
elements. So shift of arrangement was classified under the following subtitles :
A. S./predicate
Examples:
What`s all the fuss about.
 جٕجاي تزاي چيظت؟ٚ ايٓ ّ٘ٗ جار
But Jaq was too fast for Lucifer and made it safely in to a mousehole.
دعٛ خٚ  ژان وارع را تٗ طالِت تٗ آخز تزد.  تزآيذٚطيفز اس پض اٌٛ ٗد وٌٛي طزػت ژان خيٍي تيؼتز اس آْ تٚ
.ع رطأذِٛ راخٛرا تٗ ط
Sid had a scary gleam in his eyes.
.چؼّاْ طيذ تزق تزطٕاوي سد
Every eligible maiden is supposed to attend.
.ر ياتذّٛأي حضِٙ اجذ ػزايغي درٚ ػيشٖ يٚلزار اطت ٘ز د
B. Adverb Position:
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In this type of structural shift based on language structure, the position of the adverb is
changed .Sometimes an adverb in a source text appears in a different grammatical role in the
target text.
Examples:
But her stepmother put the key in her pocket, laughing her meanest laugh.
. ي جيثغ گذاػتٛ وٍيذ را تٚ اِا ٔاِادري اع خٕذٖ تظيار دسدأٗ ٘اي وزد
It fit perfectly.
.دٛدرطت لاٌة پايغ ت
After Aladdin cleverly tricks Jafar into becoming a prisoner inside of a lamp, Genie
is free to do whatever he wants.
اطتٛد جيٕي آساد اطت تا ٘ز واري خٛع تٗ جؼفز ٔيزٔگ سد تا داخً چزاؽ سٔذأي ػٛ٘تؼذ اس ايٕىٗ ػالءاٌذيٓ تا
.أجاَ د٘ذ
C. Order of Grammatical Elements
Examples:
When it was time for Cinderella to feed the chickens, the mice headed for the barnyard.
.يٍٗ ػذٔذٛع ٘ا ػاسَ حياط عِٛ ص ٘ا را تذ٘ذٚ خزٚ لؼغ ػذ وٗ طيٕذرال غذاي ِزؽِٛ لتيٚ
Later that day, Cinderella heard a knock on the door .
. طيٕذرال ػٕيذ در ِي سٕٔذ,سٚطاػتي تؼذ در ّ٘اْ ر
Then she realized it was too late to get ready for the ball.
.دع را تزاي ِجٍض رلص آِادٖ وٕذٛأذ خٛ ّٔي تٚ ّٖيذ خيٍي ديز ػذٙد وٗ فٛايٓ جا ت
6.4 Shift of Voice
Sometimes the voice of text is changed in the process of translation. The shift of voice was
classified under following subtitles:
A. Passive to Active
Examples:
Jaq was chosen to get the cat to chase him.
. ع ٘ا ژان را تزگشيذٔذ تا واري وٕذ وٗ گزتٗ تؼميثغ وٕذِٛ
Princess Jasmine`s single days are numbered.
.س٘اي ِجزديغ تّاَ ػذٖ اطتٚپزٔظض ياطّٓ ر
She turned to welcome her father and was shocked to see that Philippe was alone !
. تظيار تؼجة وزد, اطتٕٙلتي ديذ وٗ فيٍيپ تٚ ٌيٚ . يذٛع آِذ تگٛيذ تا تٗ پذرع خٚ دٚتٗ عزف ا
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They were saved.
.دٔذٛا ٔجات يافتٗ تٙٔآ
B. Causative to Non – Causative Verb
Examples:
I don`t see why you can`t go … if you get all your work done, and if you can find
something suitable to wear.
أي ٌثاص ِٕاطثي گيزٛ تتٚ  تٗ ػزعي وٗ ّ٘ٗ ي وار٘ايت را تّاَ تىٕي... أي تياييٛ ُ٘ ٔتٛدٌيٍي ّٔي تيُٕ وٗ ت
.ريٚتيا
C. Negative /Positive
Examples:
Woody couldn`t wait to bring Buzz home to prove that he wasn`t a villain.
.دٛاِات ػزارت ػٙد اس اتٛ تاػث تثزئٗ خٚ ر را تٗ خأٗ تثزدٚدتز تىاٚد ٘ز چٗ سٛدي تي لزار تٚٚ
But his latest invention was not .
.دٌٛي اختزاع جذيذع اس تيٓ رفتٗ تٚ
He shouldn`t have trespassed.
. خغا وزدٖ اطتٚا
Keep an eye out for these dangerous – looking sharks shulking about in the underwater
minefiled .
. سيز آب پزطٗ ِي سٕٔذ تزٔذاريذ, ٓطٗ ٘اي تٗ ظا٘ز خغزٔان وٗ در ِيذاْ ِيٛچؼُ اس ايٓ و
6.5 Shift of Tense
Sometimes tense is changed in the process of translation. The shift of tense was classified
under following subtitles:
A. Present to Past
Examples:
Jasmine believes this law is unfair, but many eligible princes have gathered in the
palace garden for the chance to win her affection.
ٖاجذ ػزايظ در تاؽ لصز جّغ ػذٚ  اِا تؼذاد سيادي پزٔض, د وٗ ايٓ ِذت وُ تي أصافي اطتٛياطّٓ ِؼتمذ ت
. ٔذٛ تزٔذٖ ػٚاج تا اٚ در اسدٚ أذ تا ػأض پيذا وٕٕذ
As they flee, Aladdin and Jasmine get separated in the crowd.
.غي تاسار ّ٘ذيگز را گُ وزدٔذٍٛ ياطّٓ در ػٚ ٓا فزار ِي وزدٔذ ػالءاٌذيٕٙٔ٘گاِي وٗ آ
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Jafar promises the young man riches beyond belief if Aladdin will get the magic lamp from
inside the cave of wonders.
ً را اس داخٚتّٕذ وٕذ تؼزط آٔىٗ ػالءاٌذيٓ چزاؽ جادٚر٘ايغ ثزٚ را تيؼتز اس تاٚي داد وٗ اٛاْ لٛجؼفز تٗ ِزد ج
.ردٚغار ػجاية تٗ دطت آ
.
B. Past to Present
Later Andy`s mom told Andy it was time for dinner at pizza planet and Andy could
bring only one toy.
أذٛ ايٓ وٗ أذي ِي تٚ ػي طيارٖ اطتٚردْ ػاَ در پيتشا فزٛلت خٚ ٗ گفت وٚچٕذ ٌحظٗ تؼذ ِاِاْ أذي تٗ ا
.ردٚدع تياٛفمظ يىي اس اطثاب تاسي ٘ايغ را تا خ
Now Buzz know the truth : he was a toy!
!  اطثاب تاسي اطتّٚيذ وٗ اٙ فٚ الؼيت ػذٚ ٗجْٛ ِتٕٛاو
Lord told Shrek if he saved the princess, he would give him swamp again.
ٚ ِي تخؼذ

دات افظأٗ اي راٛجِٛ ُ٘ ٚ اگز ػا٘شادٖ را اس لٍؼٗ ٔجات تذ٘ذ ا:ات تٗ ػزن گفتٌٛزد فارو
. ِي د٘ذٚتارٖ تٗ اِٚزداب را د

The researcher found 254 cases of structural shifts in 252 pieces of data collected . 50 cases
were of addition type and 9 cases of omission type (Table 1). Among those cases of addition,
8 refer to ad – clauses (adjectival clauses: 2 cases and adverbial clauses:6 cases). 18 cases are
adverb- addition and 10 cases are verbiage . 14 cases are of mood types (potential: 5 cases,
indicative: 6 cases and imperative: 3 cases.)
Among the structural shifts identified, 157 cases refer to those of arrangement (Table 2) .
(subject / predicate: 29 cases, adverb position: 10 cases and order of grammatical elements:
118 cases) Among the structural shifts identified, 23 cases refer to those of voice (Table
3).(passive to active: 15 cases, causative to non – causative: 4 cases and negative / positive: 4
cases) Among the structural shifts identified, 15 cases refer to those of tense ( Table 4) .
(present to past: 11 cases and past to present: 4 cases.)
The most frequent structural shifts in literary translation from English into Persian are those of
“arrangement”. The most frequent shifts of arrangement are those of “grammatical elements
order.”
20.87 percent of structural shifts identified help literary translators in the compensation of
meaning, 16.54 percent in explicitation of meaning and 62.59 percent of the shifts identified
have a null role in transfer of meaning. Actually 62.59 percent of structural shifts happened
based on structural nature and linguistic features of the target language (TL) or translators , taste
(35.43 percent : structural nature and linguistic features of the target language and 27.16
percent: translators , taste).
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Table 1.
Addition /Ommision
Addition (Gain)

Ommision
(Loss)

Ad - clauses

Adv – verbiage Mood
addition

adjectival

Adverbial 18

2

6

10

9

Potential Indicative Imperative
5

6

3

Table 2.
Shift of Arrangement
S./predicate

Adv position

29

Order

10

of
Grammatical
Elements
118

Table 3.
Shift of Voice
Passive to active

Causative to

Negative / Positive

Non – Causative Verb
15

4
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Table 4.
Shift of Tense
Present to Past

Past to Present
11

4

7. Conclusion
Every language has its own linguistic characteristics and features, and that is why there are
different languages. To convey a message, each language has its own wording system and
forms, and these are to be changed when the same message is to be conveyed into another
language, and it is this process of change which is called translation .
It is true that the main task of the translator is to transfer the message of the source – language
text into the receptor language, but finding absolute equivalence is almost impossible to be
actualized. The ideal and absolute equivalence of structure is a chimera, because languages
have distinct codes and rules regulating the construction of grammatical stretches of languages
and these forms have different meaning. The contrasting structures in two languages convey
meanings which cannot but fail to coincide totally, and it is not the total meaning which is
reproduced in the target language; something is always “ lost”, “added” or “altered” in the
process of translation.
Although translation is not a form of synonymy, it is possible to translate a sentence from one
language into another in numerous corresponding sentences which are synonyms of one
another. This means that translation is not a prescribed thing without any alternative. Rather,
the translation of a certain statement can be reworded or restructured in numerous lexical or
grammatical synonyms conveying the same message in different wordings or structures. The
phenomenon of structural shift is a positive consequence of the translatorٚ s effort to establish
equivalence between two different language systems; that of the SL and that of the TL.
It is the occurrence of structural shifts that affects the translator's awareness of structural
discrepancies between the SL and TL. In this sense, structural shifts which result from
re-arrangement,addition,omission, change of sentence tense can be defined as problem-solving
strategies adopted consciously by translators of literary texts, may minimize the inevitable loss
of meaning, through explicitation and compensation when rendering a text from English into
Persian.
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